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troops into a veritable frenzy;
Cpn. H: "How that

disgusting bugler manages to
get an Allouette look alike to
spring up into his arms for the
muff bit, I'll never know!"

06:02 Cpl. B stands to -
"Shall I requisistion le Taxxii
mon General?" "We must be
up the front at 07:26.5 and that
scoundrell Cap'n Webb
refuses to get out of his billet
- I think he has a woman in
there! dangerous stuff I hear -
V2!"

"Yes corporal, carry on, and
don't call me general - yet!"
"Captain will suffice."

"Very well sir, le Taxxii
kommt gleich, I mean
maintenant - oops"
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07:00 The Front, S-Day, H-
hour minus 5; "I think we will
start with a completely futile
gesture, this is war after all, so
normaly in order, we'll start by
running 1/2 mile down this road,
lay a back check and put the
solution down a nearly
impeneterable path covered
with brambles and stingers that
even private J will complain
about!" "Oh yes and we will cut
our legs on the brambles and
cover ourselves in blood to put
the wind up the men!"

09:00 - H hour minus 1:45 (Yes
he went off early,like a sort of
inverse dud whizzbang!) The
futile gesture is complete, back
to 100 yards from the start and
where the non-combatants,

conchies and back-sliders
(and non-brain dead! - ed) can
join up. "That'll do fine
corporal, more bandages, I
don't want to die of blood loss
before the big push!"

10:30 - H hour minus 0:30(15)
: the cannon fodder arrive and
disembarke the transport, the
non-combatants stay on
board and go off with Sgt.
Andy "Battlefield" M to the
forward field hospital to deal
with undoubted casualties.

10:45 - H hour minis 0:15 -
The Cpn. orders the advance,
well "over the top" and 15
minutes early! The gurlies,
and some conchies, are molly-
coddled to the end of the
"stiff one". Meanwhile, back
at/up the front, private "J" Art
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06:00 The Captain wakes
"Bugles? - where is that
bloody bugle? Teq left it home
again? sack 'im, NO shoot him
- I have the Power!!"

Captain H is not happy,
things did not go well at the
briefing; only half way
through the orders for the
Bastille assault the second
course was served and every
one threw their buns at him!

"Never mind, I'll sing a song
nobody knows the words to
(except Nurse "conchie"
Copper and Cook [2nd class]
"Le-Frog" Provicateur... :"
"Allons enfants de la ....." The
briefing degenerates into a
shambles; Non-commissioned
fellows (ruffians) rousing the

remonstrates with the Capn.
who is tnading like a "Beach
Master" (except there is no
beach, just mud, blood,
brambles, thistles, teasles,
tears and scars) “How would
we possibly find this” he
remonstrates “its under 6 foot
of overgrowth!” “Stop
snivveling Pike , I mean J, you
stupid boy, I will ALWAYS
point the way!”

Sure enough at the end of
the “stiff one”, and once the
gurlies, and Bumble, are re-
captured, the Cpn. is
steadfastly there making sure
we get to the Vimy memorial 15
minutes early and fowl up the
rendeezvous!

The troops, keeping theire
heads down, and led by Flt. Lt.

(busted A/c) Robinson - KFC
and seat, pt. GB Bowman and
other FRBs standing in for the
Capn., who is not far behind, if at
all, eventually break out of the
Vimy woods and are confronted
by the huge Canadian “Vee”
sign, well that’s what it looked
like to me!

No chance of a trail, “Well its
obvious innit?” The memorial is
memorialised, then off to the
preserved trenches and tunnels.
How the Frogs think there are
still unexploded devices after 90
years of sheep grazing on the
shell pocked ground I don’t
know, well I didn’t get blown up
ignoring the non-electric fences,
well only a bit! I think I’ll keep it
at 9 point and get on with some
work - ONoN  Teq
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M25, J6 proceed to Godstone. At the green there is a
one way system, go around and I am sure it will be
signposted to Redhill (A 25). After just over 1.25 miles
The Plough is on your right and watch the speed camera
just before the village.

1791 09-Aug Desperate Dan Walton-0n-the-Hill

1792 16-Aug Bob the Slob & Sir
Raymond - joint run with
Coulsdon W&NK

Old Coulsdon

1793 23-Aug FO Carole & Mrs.G

1794 30-Aug Lord Raleigh Beare Green?

Oxford News -SH3 leads the way

Runs other than SH3 are rarely reported in the SHAG, but
run 1 of ENEMA H3 on 19 July is a worthwhile exception.

Inspired wholly by SH3 members, the inaugural run saw
four groups of hashers in the pack.

1. The cream of ‘SH3 North’, including 2x ex RAs, 1 ex GM,
1 ex HC and regular hashers.

2. Joggers from the Village and Man from Pub Who
Smokes.

3. Blonde Girl
4. Boy Who Happened to Be Passing.
The cream of SH3, wearing hash tee shirts from all over the

world smiled confidently, what would mere villagers know of
Shiggy, forward and back checks also how could they
possibly keep up with the finely honed athletes from Surrey?

11.12 - On the dot of, the pack set off.
(dog fights had delayed the start).
11.16 the Mintys arrive.
The Joggers from the Village proved suspiciously fast and on

the trail they let slip they were actually in late stages of training
for a Triathlon, it was also obvious they knew every footpath for
miles around!

At the On In the running order was:
1. Joggers from Village and Man from Pub Who Smokes.
2. Blonde Girl
3. Boy Who Happened To Be Passing, (long delay, then)
4. most SH3 top athletes.
(then, much, much later and from the wrong direction )
5. Daft Wader, ex SH3 and Almancil H3.
Yes, SH3 had led the way again.   ENEMA H3 runs  in Epwell,

Newington, Edge Hill, Milcombe and Adderbury when it can be
bothered.
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typical square circle starting
and finishing at the White
Horse from whence, in days
long gone by, the young King
Kenelm had supposedly set
out on his fateful journey.
From the outset, it was clearly
going to be a left hander since
the hare let it be known where
the cider stop was to be.
However, it was a left hander
with lots of right hand bits
through pleasant, undulating
countryside and varied
terrains. And what friendly
natives. Not a cross word
spoken despite clear
infringements of territory.

Whilst a number of clever
checks kept the usual set of
savvy SH3 front runners from
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totally breaking away, more
than anything it was the
innumerable stiles that kept the
pack together and provided the
extended gossip stops. Never
again will I speak disparagingly
of the Boundah’s stilish runs.
Sussex has more stiles per
square yard than the whole
county of Surrey.

Although the hares offered 2,
3 and 4 mile options, there
seemed to be few takers for the
shorter routes. What self
respecting hasher ever takes a
short cut offered by the hare
anyway?

On to the cider stop. An
innocent rural residence hiding
a secret still with enough
scrumpy laid up in the barn to

lay low the combined
populations of Devon and
Somerset. Fortunately, it was
within crawling distance of
the pub to which the pack
trickled back in dribs and
drabs to the plaintive calls of
Scud, trying to get the circle
going, and trying and trying.

Eventually enough hashers
could be mustered in upright
or semi upright condition to
get things moving. Bodyshop
brought in the hares, Scud
and Featherlite for an
accolade. Virgins aplenty and
visitors from afar, some from
Britain’s outlying island
across across the Channel still
in denial that they were not a
part of the mainland. Layby
did for the sinners, to the tune
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As the only Tosser amongst
a bunch of W&Nkers I find it
incumbent upon myself to pen
a few words on the events of
last Sunday in Maplehurst
when SH3 was joined by
W&NK and others. In fact,
altogether a more gentle and
informal affair than the norm.

Being in territory somewhat
removed from the ‘leafy’
county and with a contingent
of ‘others’, Scud held a
briefing at 11.15 to ensure that
everybody understood the
country code and exactly how
hashers were expected to
totally ignore it. Sometime
thereafter the core of 15 SH3
and a number of others set off.

Of the run, well, it was a very

of the Archers for some
reason now lost in the darkest
recesses of memory. Thus to
the main event of the day’s
entertainment. As traditional
of the rural idyll as ever could
be wished.

If Warwickshire has its
celebrated bard, then no less
does Sussex. How eloquently
did Bert portray tragic story of
King Kenelm and how
elegantly did the players enact
it. Not a dry eye as the lad lost
his head and crawled awaty
for a pint. At this point, in full
compliance with EU Law
1,000,001, Section XXXll,
Protection of Rural Vicars, the
evil cleric, so vividly portrayed
by Sir Ray, was accoutred in
full PPG (Personal Protective

Gear of hard hat, goggles,
flack jacket, safety boots, box,
ear muffs, etc.) for the
crabbing he so richly
deserved. In fact, so
realistically nasty did the
turbulent priest seem to Clever
Trevor that he threw the entire
bucket of apples over the
unfortunate.

This heartrending portrayal
at an end, all turned to the
revelry of traditional village
life with Morris dancing and a
romp in the hay with a buxom
lass. Well, dancing anyway.
And no wonder that Morris
dancing is to be an Olympic
event in 2012. It’s bloody hard
work.

 OnOn Tosser


